Modulation of adverse cardiac remodeling by STARS, a mediator of MEF2 signaling and SRF activity
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Introduction

The heart responds to biomechanical stress, tissue injury, and neurohormonal activation by hypertrophic growth, which is accompanied by an increase in cardiomyocyte size and protein content, cytoskeletal reorganization, and the expression of fetal cardiac genes (1–3). When sustained, cardiac hypertrophy can lead to cardiomyopathy and heart failure, a major cause of human morbidity and mortality. Accumulating evidence indicates a pivotal role of the cardiomyocyte cytoskeleton, including the Z disc complex, in the pathogenesis of dilated cardiomyopathy and chronic heart failure (4, 5). Cardiac cytoskeletal proteins participate not only in organization of the cytoskeleton and biomechanical force production but also in the transmission of stress signals leading to changes in cardiac gene expression and function. However, the precise molecular mechanisms by which cytoskeletal proteins modulate transcription are largely unknown.

Previously, we reported that calsarcin-1, a Z disc protein, negatively regulates the calcineurin/nuclear factor of activated T cells (calcineurin/NFAT) pathway in cardiomyocytes (6). Others have shown that the cytoskeletal protein FHL-2 inhibits ERK2-mediated prohypertrophic signaling and serum response factor–mediated transcription (SRF-mediated transcription) (7, 8). More recently, the titin-associated complex was shown to negatively regulate SRF-mediated transcription by regulating the localization of MuRF2, a ubiquitin ligase that interacts with SRF and inhibits its activity (9). Although there is evidence linking sarcomeric proteins to cardiac hypertrophy, further studies are needed to understand how cytoskeletal proteins modulate prohypertrophic transcriptional pathways.

SRF regulates the expression of immediate early and muscle-specific genes by binding a conserved sequence [CC(A/T)G] known as a CArG box or serum response element (10, 11). Numerous studies have demonstrated the involvement of SRF in cardiovascular development and induction of fetal cardiac genes during cardiac hypertrophy (12, 13). Targeted deletion of SRF in the developing heart results in lethal cardiac defects with reduced expression of cardiac-specific genes (14, 15), whereas overexpression of SRF in the postnatal heart leads to cardiomyopathy with increased fetal cardiac gene expression (16). Caspase-3 cleavage of SRF in the failing heart has also been shown to generate a dominant-negative form of the protein that may account for the depression of SRF target genes in the failing myocardium (17).

Myocardin and the myocardin-related transcription factors MRTF-A (MAL/MKL1) and MRTF-B (MKL2) constitute a family of SRF coactivators (10, 18–20). Myocardin is expressed specifically in cardiac and smooth muscle cells and is sufficient and necessary for normal expression of SRF-dependent smooth muscle genes (18, 21, 22). In contrast, MRTFs are expressed in a broad range of cell types (19) and couple actin dynamics and Rho signaling pathways to SRF by redistributing from the cytoplasm to the nucleus (23). Myocyte enhancer factor–2 (MEF2) is another member of the MADS box gene family implicated in muscle development (24–26). Mef2C-null mice show embryonic lethality due to abnormal development of the heart (27). MEF2 has also been implicated in the maintenance of the slow fiber type of skeletal muscle, in the control of striated muscle metabolism, and in pathological remodeling of the adult heart in response to stress signaling by controlling the expression of muscle-specific target genes both directly and indirectly (28–31).
Striated muscle activator of Rho signaling (STARS) is a muscle-specific actin-binding protein localized to the I band (including the Z disc) and the M line of the sarcomere (32). STARS can activate SRF-mediated transcription by inducing nuclear translocation of MRTF-A and -B (33). Here we show that STARS expression is upregulated in mouse models of cardiac hypertrophy and in myopathic human hearts. Cardiac-specific and stress-inducible expression of STARS is mediated by the proximal promoter, which contains an essential MEF2-binding site. Cardiac overexpression of STARS in vivo and in vitro increases the expression of SRF-dependent fetal cardiac genes and sensitizes the heart to biomechanical stress induced by transverse aortic banding and calcineurin signaling. These findings suggest that STARS acts as an intermediary between MEF2 and SRF, and a modulator of the cardiac stress response.

**Results**

**Upregulation of STARS expression in cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy.** Given the changes in expression of SRF target genes during adverse cardiac remodeling and the ability of STARS to stimulate SRF activity (12, 13, 32, 33), we tested whether STARS expression might be upregulated in models of cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy. As shown in Figure 1A, STARS gene expression increased in parallel with that of atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP), a prototypical marker of cardiac remodeling, in hearts of mice subjected to pressure overload induced by thoracic aortic banding (TAB) and in hearts of Tg mice expressing constitutively active calcineurin under control of the cardiac-specific α-myosin heavy chain (α-MHC) promoter (Cn-Tg mice), a model of cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy (34) (Figure 1B). STARS expression was also significantly increased in human hearts with idiopathic cardiomyopathy (Figure 1C).

The **STARS promoter mediates cardiac-specific and stress-inducible expression.** To identify the cis-regulatory elements that control STARS transcription, we generated Tg mice carrying a lacZ reporter gene controlled by the –1,581-bp upstream region of the STARS gene (Cn-Tg mice), a model of cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy (34) (Figure 1B). STARS expression was also significantly increased in human hearts with idiopathic cardiomyopathy (Figure 1C).

**Figure 1**

Upregulation of STARS during cardiac hypertrophy and failure as analyzed by real-time RT-PCR. (A) Transcripts for STARS and ANP were detected in hearts of mice subjected to TAB and control sham operation. \( n = 6 \). (B) Expression of STARS mRNA in Cn-Tg mice and control non-Tg littermates (WT). \( n = 6 \). (C) Expression of STARS mRNA in human hearts with idiopathic cardiomyopathy (ICM) and control normal hearts. \( n = 3 \). *P < 0.05.

The **STARS promoter mediates cardiac-specific and stress-inducible expression.** To identify the cis-regulatory elements that control STARS transcription, we generated Tg mice carrying a lacZ reporter gene controlled by various DNA fragments upstream of the mouse STARS gene. Tg mice carrying 1,581 bp of the 5′-upstream region of the STARS gene showed cardiac expression of β-galactosidase at E12.5 and in adulthood (Figure 2, A–C). The promoter also directed lacZ expression in adult skeletal muscles. Transgene expression in skeletal muscle was most prominent in the slow fiber–rich soleus muscle (Figure 2C).

The **cis-regulatory elements of the STARS upstream region were further delineated by analyzing the activity of a series of 5′ deletions in Tg mice. Deletion to –164 bp upstream of the transcription initiation site did not affect cardiac-specific expression, whereas further deletion to –77 bp abolished cardiac expression of the transgene, indicating that the region between –164 bp and –77 bp is necessary for cardiac-specific expression of STARS (Figure 2, A and B).**

Fragments of the **STARS promoter linked to a luciferase reporter showed markedly diminished activity in cardiomyocytes when the –164 to –77 bp region was deleted (Figure 2D).** Within this region, we found 2 subregions, –138 through –116 bp (M1) and –94 through –77 (M2), to mediate cardiac expression (Figure 2, E and F). A mutation in either the M1 or M2 sequences significantly reduced the cardiac activity of both –1,581-bp and –164-bp STARS promoter constructs, and a double mutation abolished promoter activity in cardiomyocytes (Figure 2G). Consistent with these findings, expression of a lacZ reporter gene controlled by the –1,581-bp STARS promoter with mutations in M1 and M2 was dramatically reduced in the hearts of Tg mice (Figure 2H), indicating that the M1 and M2 regions cooperatively mediate cardiac expression.

To evaluate whether the –1,581-bp STARS promoter was responsive to hypertrophic stress, we crossed Tg mice carrying the –1581STARS-lacZ transgene with Cn-Tg mice, which display marked cardiac hypertrophy (34). As shown in Figure 3A, the STARS-lacZ transgene was expressed much more strongly in mice of the Cn-Tg background than in wild-type littermates. The –1,581-bp upstream region of STARS also mediated inducible expression in response to endothelin-1 (ET) and phenylephrine (PE) in cultured cardiomyocytes (Figure 3B); mutation in either M1 or M2 reduced the response to PE of both the –1,581- and –164-bp promoters, and double M1 and M2 mutations abolished the response of both promoters to PE (Figure 3C). The activation of the –1,581-bp STARS promoter by ET or PE was comparable to that of the B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) promoter (data not shown). We conclude that the M1 and M2 regions mediate both cardiac-specific and stress-inducible activation of STARS transcription.

**MEF2C controls STARS expression.** In microarray studies comparing gene expression profiles of hearts from wild-type and Mef2c-null embryos at E8.5, we found that STARS transcript levels were dramatically reduced in Mef2c mutants (data not shown). These findings were confirmed by real-time PCR (Figure 4A). Although the M1 and M2 regions do not contain typical conserved sequences for binding of MEF2 or other known myogenic transcription factors, the M1 region contains a sequence (TTAAAA-CAG) resembling the MEF2-binding consensus site (CTAT/T/A)AAATAG/A (Figure 4B). In gel mobility shift assays, the M1 sequence bound MEF2C translated in vitro (Figure 4C), and an antibody against the MEF2 Myc-epitope tag caused a supershift (Figure 4C). The shifted band was completely eliminated by the unlabeled M1 sequence or the MEF2 consensus sequence from the desmin gene, but not by an unrelated NFAT-binding consen-
sus sequence. A similar pattern of shifted bands was observed with labeled probes for the desmin MEF2-binding site (Figure 4C).

MEF2C failed to bind the mutated M1 sequence or the M2 sequence (data not shown). Consistent with these results, MEF2C significantly increased expression of a luciferase reporter linked to 3 tandem M1 sites (3×M1-luc) or the minimum TATA box in both COS-1 cells and cardiomyocytes, whereas a reporter with 3 tandem M2 sites (3×M2-luc) failed to respond to MEF2C (Figure 4, D and E).

Expression of MEF2C increased the activity of −1581STARS-Luc and −164STARS-Luc by 40- and 14-fold, respectively, in COS-1 cells (Figure 5A). Mutation of the M1 sequence significantly reduced the responsiveness of both promoters to MEF2C, indicating that MEF2C activates the STARS promoter via the M1 region. Interestingly, a mutation in the M2 region, to which MEF2C cannot directly bind, also significantly reduced MEF2C responsiveness of the promoter, and mutation of both M1 and M2 regions further reduced MEF2C-inducible expression (Figure 5A). These

Figure 2
Mutational analysis of the STARS promoter. (A) Fragments of the STARS upstream region linked to the hsp68 minimal promoter and lacZ were used to generate Tg mice. (B) LacZ staining of Tg mice at E12.5 carrying the indicated STARS-lacZ transgenes. H&E-stained sections of the heart are shown. (C) LacZ staining of striated muscle of Tg mice carrying STARS-lacZ construct 1. TA, tibialis anterior; EDL, extensor digitorum longis; sol, soleus. (D and E) Luciferase activity was measured in cardiomyocytes (D and E) and COS-1 cells (E) transfected with the luciferase reporter plasmid pGL3 linked to upstream fragments of the STARS gene. (F) Sequences of the M1 and M2 regions with mutations shown in red. (G) Luciferase activity was measured in cardiomyocytes transfected with −1581- or −164STARS-luc without or with mutations in the M1 and/or M2 region (mutM1, mutM2, mutM1+M2). *P < 0.05 versus reporter without mutation. (H) LacZ staining of E12.5 Tg embryos carrying wild type construct 1 or construct 1 with mutations in the M1 and M2 regions (mutM1+M2). Original magnification, ×2 (B, upper panels, and H); ×10 (B, lower panels).
results suggest that the M1 and M2 regions synergistically mediate MEF2C activation of STARS transcription. MEF2C significantly increased the activation of M1 and M2 tandemly fused to a luciferase reporter in both cardiac (data not shown) and noncardiac (COS-1 and NIH 3T3) cells, and a mutation in the M2 region reduced the activity of MEF2C, suggesting that the M2 region enhances MEF2 activity (Figure 5, B–D).

**STARs induces ANP gene expression via SRF.** As STARS expression was increased during cardiac hypertrophy and cardiomyopathy, consistent with induction of SRF target genes, we examined whether STARS might activate the ANP promoter, which contains 2 SRF-binding sites (12, 35). In noncardiac cells, coexpression of STARS and the SRF coactivator MRTF-A significantly activated the ANP promoter (Figure 6, A and B). As reported previously (32, 33), STARS failed to enhance myocardin-mediated transcription of ANP (Figure 6, A and B) due to the constitutive localization of myocardin to the nucleus, which renders it resistant to nuclear translocation by STARS. Overexpression of STARS and MRTF-A in neonatal cardiomyocytes also synergistically increased ANP promoter activity (Figure 6C). Mutation of the 2 CArG boxes in the ANP promoter completely abolished the effect of STARS and MRTF-A (Figure 6, A, B, and D). STARS and MRTF-A also synergistically activated a reporter gene controlled by tandem CArG boxes (4×SRE-luciferase) (Figure 6E), and activation of 4×SRE-luciferase by STARS alone was completely inhibited by a dominant-negative mutant of myocardin that can inhibit the activity of both myocardin and MRTFs (Figure 6F), suggesting that the effect of STARS on SRF activity is mediated by endogenous MRTFs in cardiomyocytes.

To examine the effect of STARS on endogenous ANP expression, we infected neonatal cardiomyocytes with recombinant adenovirus expressing STARS and analyzed ANP mRNA. Ectopic expression of STARS significantly increased endogenous ANP expression detected by real-time RT-PCR (Figure 6G). To confirm that STARS can induce nuclear translocation of MRTF-A in cardiomyocytes, we infected cardiomyocytes with recombinant adenovirus expressing MRTF-A with or without recombinant adenovirus expressing MRTF-A and/or recombinant adenovirus expressing STARS. In the absence of serum, MRTF-A was located in both the cytoplasm and nucleus with some variability depending on the individual cell, and overexpression of STARS in cardiomyocytes enhanced the accumulation of MRTF-A in the nucleus (Figure 6, H and I).

**STARs enhances the cardiac stress response.** To examine the consequences of increased expression of STARS in vivo, we generated Tg mice using the α-MHC promoter to drive cardiac expression of STARS. We obtained 2 independent Tg lines that displayed similar phenotypes, and we describe 1 of the lines here. Hearts isolated from α-MHC-STARS-Tg mice showed an approximately
20-fold increase in STARS mRNA expression in the heart compared with non-Tg littermates (Figure 7A). Heart weight/body weight ratios and total body weight of α-MHC-STARS–Tg mice and wild-type littersmates were not significantly different (Figure 7B). Hearts of α-MHC-STARS–Tg mice also did not show histological abnormalities (data not shown). Nevertheless, several fetal cardiac genes known to be direct targets of SRF were upregulated in α-MHC-STARS–Tg mice (Figure 7C).

To determine whether increased expression of STARS in hypertrophic hearts is beneficial or deleterious, we subjected α-MHC-STARS–Tg mice to pressure overload by TAB and observed an exaggerated hypertrophic response (Figure 7D). In addition, BNP expression was augmented in α-MHC-STARS–Tg mice subjected to TAB (Figure 7E), and echocardiography showed that cardiac systolic function was markedly decreased compared with that in wild-type mice subjected to TAB, as determined by the decrease in ejection fraction from 82.1% ± 3.9% to 44.9% ± 6.2% (Table 1 and Supplemental Methods; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI31240DS1). Measurements of the diastolic LV diameter showed an increase from 3.5 ± 0.32 mm to 4.6 ± 0.17 mm, indicating significant LV chamber dilation in α-MHC-STARS–Tg mice subjected to TAB compared with non-Tg mice with TAB (Table 1 and Supplemental Methods). Following TAB, α-MHC-STARS–Tg mice also displayed increased mortality compared with non-Tg mice (Figure 7F).

We also crossed α-MHC-STARS–Tg mice to Cn-Tg mice. In the Cn-Tg background, α-MHC-STARS–Tg mice showed a slightly decreased heart weight/body weight ratio compared with Cn-Tg mice (Figure 7G). The double-Tg hearts showed thinner ventricular walls with greater ventricular dilatation than the hearts from Cn-Tg mice (Figure 7G). Echocardiography of Cn-Tg;α-MHC-STARS–Tg mice at 8 weeks of age showed a reduction in wall thickness, an increase in diastolic and systolic ventricular diameters, and a decrease in systolic function com-
pared with Cn-Tg mice, which showed marked wall hypertrophy with preserved systolic function (Table 2 and Supplemental Methods). Furthermore, Cn-Tg; α-MHC-STARS–Tg mice showed decreased survival relative to Cn-Tg mice (Figure 7H). We conclude that increased expression of STARS enhances the sensitivity of the heart to stress signals.

Discussion

The results of this study demonstrate that STARS, which encodes a striated muscle–restricted cytoskeletal protein, serves as a stress-inducible target gene of MEF2. Increased expression of STARS in cardiomyocytes activated the expression of SRF-dependent fetal cardiac genes and led to an accelerated deterioration of cardiac function under hypertrophic conditions. These findings suggest that STARS modulates the cardiac stress response and couples MEF2 and SRF signaling.

STARS stimulates SRF activity, at least in part, by depleting the G-actin pool, thereby releasing MRTFs to translocate to the nucleus, where they associate with SRF and stimulate SRF target genes (33). In addition to regulating stress-responsive genes such as ANP, SRF regulates the expression of the sarcomeric actin genes, which contributes to further assembly of sarcomeres, a hallmark of cardiac hypertrophy. Thus, the upregulation of STARS by MEF2 in response to stress signals would be expected to promote actin polymerization, thereby further stimulating SRF activity and actin expression. A model to account for such a feed-forward mechanism of signaling between the contractile apparatus and the hypertrophic gene program is shown in Figure 8.

Regulation of STARS expression by MEF2. Both basal and inducible expression of STARS are mediated, at least in part, by a MEF2-binding site in the STARS promoter. Supporting this finding, expression of STARS is diminished in Mef2c-null embryos. In addition to the essential MEF2 site (M1) in the STARS promoter, a second site (M2) cooperates with the M1 site but does not bind MEF2 directly, suggesting that an M2-binding factor cooperates with MEF2 to activate STARS transcription. This premise seems contradictory to the finding that a mutation in the M1 region does not completely abolish induction of STARS expression by MEF2. However, it should be noted that the proximal TATA box also resembles a MEF2 consensus sequence, and previous studies have shown that MEF2 can activate transcription through TATA sequences (36, 37). Thus, in the absence of M1, MEF2 may bind to this TATA box–like element and activate STARS transcription synergistically with a factor that binds to the M2 region. MEF2 might also act through both the M1 and TATA box to activate transcription of the STARS gene.

STARS enhances SRF activity in cardiomyocytes. STARS promotes nuclear translocation of MRTF-A and synergizes with MRTF-A to stimulate SRF-mediated transcription (33). A dominant-negative myocardin mutant that blocks the activity of myocardin and MRTFs impedes STARS activation of SRF in cardiomyocytes, suggesting that increased expression of STARS in hypertrophic hearts contributes to the activation of SRF. Indeed, cardiac-specific overexpression of STARS increased the expression of SRF-dependent fetal cardiac genes in the absence of cardiac hypertrophy (Figure 7C). Previously, we showed that myocardin, which is expressed in cardiomyocytes, is involved in activation of the fetal gene program during cardiac hypertrophy (38). Given that myocardin and MRTFs can form heterodimeric complexes to activate SRF (21), we postulate that the STARS/MRTF pathway and other pathways activating myocardin may cooperate to enhance SRF activity during cardiac remodeling.

STARS sensitizes the heart to stress. Our results show that elevated expression of STARS in the hearts of α-MHC-STARS–Tg mice resulted in heightened sensitivity to cardiac stress. Increased expression of STARS in response to hypertrophic stimuli may initially serve as a compensatory response to increased actin...
content to maintain cytoskeletal integrity and sustain systolic function against increased afterload, but excessive expression of STARS leads to cardiac maladaptation. In this regard, cardiac-specific overexpression of SRF causes severe dilated cardiomyopathy.

Figure 6

STARS induces ANP expression by activation of SRF. (A and B) Luciferase activity in NIH 3T3 (A) and COS-1 (B) cells cotransfected with ANP-luc or 2 CArG boxes mutated in ANP-luc (CArGmut-luc) and expression vectors encoding STARS, MRTF-A, and myocardin. (C–F) Luciferase activity of cardiomyocytes cotransfected with ANP-luc and expression vectors encoding STARS and MRTF-A (C); ANP-luc or CArGmut-luc and increasing amounts of STARS expression vector (D); multimerized CArG boxes linked to luciferase gene (4×CArG-luc) and STARS, MRTF-A, or myocardin expression vector (E); 4×CArG-luc and STARS and/or dominant-negative mutant of myocardin (DN-myocardin) expression vectors (F); or ANP mRNA expression in cardiomyocytes infected with recombinant adenovirus expressing STARS (Ad-STARS) or control lacZ (Ad-LacZ) (G), 48 hours after infection. Bars show mean ± SEM. (H) Immunostaining of cardiomyocytes infected with recombinant adenovirus expressing FLAG-tagged MRTF-A (Ad-FLAG-MRTF-A) with or without adenovirus expressing STARS (Ad-STARS), 48 hours after infection using anti-FLAG antibody (green) and anti-α-actinin monoclonal antibody (red). Original magnification, ×400. (I) Subcellular localization of MRTF-A in cardiomyocytes infected with adenovirus expressing STARS (Ad-STARS) or β-galactosidase (Ad-LacZ). C, cytoplasmic; C>N, cells with greater cytoplasmic than nuclear MRTF-A; N, nuclear; N≥C, cells with greater nuclear than cytoplasmic distribution of MRTF-A.
accompanied by activation of the fetal gene program (16), supporting our finding that sustained activation of SRF is deleterious to cardiac function. In contrast, cardiac-specific deletion of SRF in the embryonic heart results in cardiac defects (14, 15). Deletion of SRF from the adult heart also causes a dilated cardiomyopathic phenotype (39), indicating that SRF is necessary for normal cardiac development and maintenance of normal function in the postnatal heart. Thus, both loss and gain of function of SRF are deleterious to cardiac structure and function.

Collectively, the results of this study demonstrate that STARS is a stress-inducible target of MEF2 and activator of SRF. Sustained overexpression of STARS facilitates functional deterioration in hypertrophic hearts, implicating STARS in the transition from cardiac hypertrophy to heart failure. Further investigation of the role of STARS will provide insights into the mechanisms whereby MEF2 and SRF regulate cardiac function during development and disease, as well as the signaling networks that couple the sarcomere with the cardiac genome.

Figure 7
Heightened sensitivity of STARS-Tg mice to hypertrophic stimuli. (A) Western blot of STARS protein expression in tissues of α−MHC-STARS−Tg mice. Left panel shows antibody control of 293T cells transfected with or without a STARS expression vector. Lu, lung; Li, liver; Ki, kidney. (B) Heart weight/body weight (HW/BW) ratios of α−MHC-STARS−Tg mice and control wild-type littermates at 8 (n = 12) and 20 (n = 4) weeks of age. (C) Cardiac gene expression determined by RT-PCR using total RNA extracted from α−MHC-STARS−Tg mice and control wild-type littermate at 8 weeks of age (n = 6 each). *P < 0.05 versus control wild-type littermates. (D) Hearts and HW/BW ratio of α−MHC-STARS−Tg mice and wild-type littermates at 10 weeks of age with or without TAB, n = 8 (Tg) and n = 6 (WT). Original magnification, ×2. (E) BNP mRNA expression in the hearts of α−MHC-STARS−Tg mice and wild-type littermates with or without TAB (n = 3). (F) Kaplan-Meier survival curve of α−MHC-STARS−Tg and WT mice after TAB. Mice that died within 24 hours after TAB were excluded. (G) Hearts (H&E-stained) and HW/BW ratios of α−MHC-STARS−Tg mice, Cn-Tg mice, α−MHC-STARS−Tg;Cn-Tg mice, and WT mice (n = 6 in each group). Original magnification, ×2. (H) Kaplan-Meier survival curve of α−MHC-STARS−Tg mice, Cn-Tg mice, and α−MHC-STARS−Tg;Cn-Tg mice. *P < 0.05.
Table 1
Echocardiographic analysis of \( \alpha \)-MHC-STARS (Tg) mice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mice</th>
<th>HR (min(^{-1}))</th>
<th>LVDd (mm)</th>
<th>LVDs (mm)</th>
<th>EF (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT sham</td>
<td>640 ± 35</td>
<td>3.3 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.20 ± 0.09</td>
<td>95.0 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT TAB</td>
<td>610 ± 48</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.32</td>
<td>1.85 ± 0.33</td>
<td>82.1 ± 3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tg sham</td>
<td>640 ± 13</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.11</td>
<td>1.82 ± 0.11</td>
<td>85.1 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tg TAB</td>
<td>576 ± 31</td>
<td>4.6 ± 0.17A</td>
<td>3.74 ± 0.26A</td>
<td>44.9 ± 6.2A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HR, heart rate; LVDd, LV end diastolic dimension; LVDs, LV end systolic dimension; EF, ejection fraction. \( n = 5 \) WT mice; \( n = 6 \alpha \)-MHC-STARS–Tg mice. \( \text{AP} < 0.05 \) versus other groups.

Methods

Plasmid constructs. DNA fragments from various portions of the 5' upstream region of the mouse STARS gene relative to the ATG codon (-1,581 to +53 bp, -1,043 to +53 bp, and -164 to +53 bp) were isolated by PCR using the mouse genome as template and ligated upstream of a lacZ gene or the luciferase reporter pGL3 (Promega). Primer sequences and plasmid construct designs are described in Supplemental Methods.

PCR-based mutagenesis in M1 and M2 sequences of the STARS promoter was performed according to standard procedures using primers described in Supplemental Methods. The –452-bp human ANP promoter–luciferase reporter gene was previously reported (40). PCR-based mutagenesis of the 2 CARG sequences of the ANP promoter was performed using primers described in Supplemental Methods. The pcDNA3-based expression vectors for mouse STARS and MRTF-A were previously reported (32, 33).

Cell culture, luciferase assay, adenovirus infection, and immunocytochemistry. Primary neonatal rat ventricular myocytes were isolated and grown as previously described (34). Twenty-four hours after plating, the myocytes were transfected with 200 ng of reporter plasmid and 200 ng of expression vectors for 12 hours using GeneJammer (Stratagene), unless indicated otherwise. After transfection, serum was removed from the growth medium. Six hours after serum deprivation, ET-1 (100 nM), PE (100 μM), or vehicle was added, and the cells were maintained for an additional 48 hours.

Recombinant adenovirus was generated using cDNAs encoding mouse STARS; or MRTF-A were cloned into pAC-CMV vector and the resultant constructs were cotransfected into HEK 293 cells with pJM17 using FuGENE STARS; or MRTF-A were cloned into pAC-CMV vector and the resultant constructs were transfected into HEK 293 cells with FuGENE, unless indicated otherwise. After transfection, serum was removed from the growth medium. Six hours after serum deprivation, ET-1 (100 nM), PE (100 μM), or vehicle was added, and the cells were maintained for an additional 48 hours.

Cardiomyocytes grown on coverslips in 6-well dishes were infected 36 hours after plating with recombinant adenovirus at a multiplicity of infection of 5 for 6 hours and subsequently maintained in serum-containing medium for 36 hours. After the medium was changed to serum-free medium, cells were further incubated for 12 hours and then fixed with 4% formaldehyde in PBS. Immunocytochemistry was performed as previously described (32, 33), and detailed protocols are presented in Supplemental Methods.

Table 2
Echocardiographic analysis of Cn-Tg and \( \alpha \)-MHC-STARS;Cn-Tg mice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mice</th>
<th>HR (min(^{-1}))</th>
<th>LVDd (mm)</th>
<th>LVDs (mm)</th>
<th>EF (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cn-Tg</td>
<td>506 ± 11</td>
<td>3.66 ± 0.20</td>
<td>1.79 ± 0.23</td>
<td>81.3 ± 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )-MHC-STARS-Tg;Cn-Tg</td>
<td>486 ± 12</td>
<td>4.87 ± 0.28A</td>
<td>3.83 ± 0.20A</td>
<td>47.9 ± 2.74A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( n = 8 \) Cn-Tg mice; \( n = 9 \alpha \)-MHC-STARS–Tg;Cn-Tg. \( \text{AP} < 0.05 \) versus Cn-Tg.